Versatile and intelligent

The future of food retailing
is here - the Xs range from
Avery Berkel.
Smart Scales, Made Simple

Trusted and Accurate

Introducing the Avery Berkel Xs range

Versatile and Intelligent scales from
Avery Berkel: Smart Scales, Made Simple
With the rich heritage of Avery Berkel expertise,
you can expect nothing but the best from Xs.
Drawing on Avery Berkel’s engineering experience
and its reputation as a manufacturer of the highest
quality retail scales, the Xs is packed with marketleading technology, all in place to help you manage
your business effectively and efficiently.

The ultimate scale
to save you time
and money

Xs is the next generation of system scale. It is
incredibly versatile and designed to make your
business work at its best.

An accurate weigh is a must for every type of food
retailer, and the Xs offers far more. Avery Berkel has
listened to customers, and using this in-depth market
knowledge, we charged our engineers to create Xs to
be the only scale your business needs. From labelling
and stock control to promotions; for fishmongers and
farm shops to butchers and bakers – Xs can do it.

Xs can weigh, print, and label, putting customer’s
needs first. What is more, Xs is designed and
assembled in the UK, with easy-to-use software
ready to run your business.

Xs: One scale, many solutions
Flexible options – Xs is easily convertible from
Xs400 to Xs200/Xs100, and Xs200 to Xs100
Multi-modes: receipt, cash control,
counter-labelling or pre-pack
Fully mountable either on or off a cash-drawer
Managed through MXBusiness system software

Xs: Smart scales made simple
Product price control

Mix’n’match promotional pricing available
Traceability information included
Report and analysis of stock data, as you need it
Cash control
Promotion management
Easy receipt and label loading
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Market leading Avery Berkel quality
and innovation for independent retailers
receipt
Xs gives an accurate weigh – every time. Avery Berkel
understands that repeat custom starts with a first visit,
so whether weighing a chocolate truffle or a leg of
lamb, serving customers and weighing fresh foods
quickly and accurately makes all the difference.
Xs is stylish and sleek, offering a versatile multi-use
solution to fit into any food retail environment, no
matter how pushed you are for space.
Xs can serve one customer on multiple scales, or
multiple customers on the same scale, whatever you
need. It is very easy to operate and easy to clean, so
customer Health and Safety is a given.

labelling
Xs is fitted with the latest generation of processor - it
can complete batch labelling for pre-packed goods
with speed and efficiency. Its flexible label designs
make sure goods are correctly labelled meeting
stringent food standard legislation criteria in full.
Xs comes with CodeChecker© which automatically
measures and adjusts the wear level of the print
head, providing additional time to fit a replacement.
Unscannable barcodes and costly queues are a thing
of the past.

technology
Xs is packed with market-leading technology, all with
customer service in mind. Its enhanced M Series
software makes sure the scale is as accurate as it is
simple to use, storing transaction data and conducting
reports via Avery Berkel’s MXBusiness program to
give you the facts. Best-seller information, product
performance and financial summaries are all available
at the click of a button.
Xs includes a high-resolution, backlit display, so it is
easy-to-read. Its tactile keyboard is easy to use,
durable and strong, adding to the versatility of this
robust, intelligent weighing system.

service
Avery Berkel knows how important maintaining the longterm life of your scale is. Xs is no exception. Helping to
reduce scale downtime, Xs is supported by Avery Berkel’s
remote diagnostics, making sure it is possible to service
your scale without disruption to your business. Please
refer to your local service provider for further information.

Xs: Intelligent, accurate and reliable
Avery Berkel scales
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Everything you would expect from an
Avery Berkel scale and more
Innovation for performance

Quality & reliability

CodeChecker©: Avery Berkel’s measuring technology
assesses the wear level of the print head in advance,
so unscannable barcodes and queues will no longer
be an issue.

Accuracy first: Xs has the precision to accurately
weigh a range of items, from the smallest chocolate
truffle to the largest leg of lamb. From 1g – 25kg,
one scale can do it all. Xs gets it right every time.

Custom labels: Xs labels can be printed exactly how
you want them, to suit every marketing plan no
matter what season, or product. Xs creates your own
bespoke label while ensuring all legislative nutritional
information is displayed correctly.

Durable and safe: Xs can cope with even the
toughest working environments, and its lightweight
unit with anti-slip feet and rounded edges make
sure it is safe to use. All connections are safely
housed under the scale, with an integrated power
supply, built to the highest safety standards, making
sure you have everything you need in one place.

Software: Custom designed and enhanced by Avery
Berkel M Series software means a simple user
interface designed to be as easy to operate as
possible. Xs can complete numerous key stock and
product management functions, ideal for
independent food retailers.
Products: Loading your product and stock
information lists to Xs is easy – up to 10,000
products can be stored and easily accessed
by Xs.

Unrivalled performance
Pre-pack labelling: Xs and its fast processor ensures
batch labelling and quick service demands of every
food retail business can be met.
Speed: Xs can weigh, print and label fast, with the
ability to serve one customer at multiple locations
across the store, whilst maintaining accuracy.
Report: Xs has the functionality to run your business.
MXBusiness software can analyse your stock data
however you need it, when you need it, helping
independent food retailers maximise profits and
accurately assess stock-levels and financial summaries.
Hygienic: Easy to clean and keep clean.

Servicing
Reduce downtime: Thanks to Avery Berkel’s remote
diagnostics, issues can be rectified without removing
the scale from the store, therefore taking up less of
your valuable time, and saving your business money.

Technical specification chart and
product line model information
Key Features
Memory:
2MB (4MB max using optional
memory card)
Communications:
10/100Base T Ethernet
Optional 802.11b/g/n wireless
communications
Display:
Vendor and Customer: 320 x 128
pixel, dot matrix, white LED backlit
Interfaces:
2 x USB 2.0 Ports
RJ45 Ethernet
RJ11/12 Cash Drawer

Operation modes:
Variety of one-off labels
Receipt printing
Electronic Cash Register
Pre-pack labelling
Printing:
Thermal receipt or label printer
Roll diameter: 100mm
Max. roll width: 60mm
Max. print width: 56mm
Max. print length: 300mm
Standard capacities:
15kg AVR
Optional capacities:
6kg AVR, 25kg x 5g

Xs Product Range
Xs100

Xs200

Xs400

Monobloc model

Raised customer display

Raised keyboard/display model

Label/receipt printer
in base

Label/receipt printer
in base

Label/receipt
printer in base

15kg AVR

15kg AVR

Reduced footprint

Optional:
6kg AVR, 25kg x 5g

Smart Scales, Made Simple

15kg AVR
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